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Witness as the world changes around us, more severely, perhaps more comprehensively than 
ever before. Media, commerce, technology -- all seem to coalesce these days into a new 
amalgam, as the old ways of doing business dissolve into a very different future. 
Take media for starters. Not long ago, a handful of news giants dominated the airwaves. Each 
big city had three major networks, a big daily newspaper or two, a weekly rag of local doings 
and a radio talk show for good measure. The personalities in media were quite finite.
Today, we have the opposite. Where once there were just a few media experts for a particular 
domain, now, we have thousands. Multitudes of bloggers crowd the market, forcing major 
media companies to outsource jobs to freelancers, or even “free” lancers.
Meanwhile, the Internet has virtually subsumed every other medium: print, radio, television, 
movies. All non-Web devices seem borderline-obsolete. And have you noticed how the 
number of ads you see per minute of content has actually increased? How’s that for irony?
Now, let’s examine business. How often do you shake the hand of someone who facilitates 
your purchase anymore?  What percentage of your products get delivered by UPS? Shopping 
malls are still bustling in various places, but on the whole, that market is fading.
Then there’s technology. Who would have thought ten years ago that the iPhone would have 
taken off in 2008? Or that apps would become the coolest things for teens to discuss? Or that e-
payments via mobile phone would transform the exchange of money?
And what about enterprise software?  Where once there were just a handful of vendors 
providing analytics or reporting, now there are hundreds, even thousands depending upon 
how wide you cast the net. And new million-dollar startups keep cropping up everywhere.
Even in the military, the situation is no longer just a handful of major countries who pose 
significant threats. Rather, it’s an asymmetric reality in which small cells and thousands of lone 
wolves pose threats. This is a much different scenario than the 1950s or ‘60s or ‘70s.
The common thread here is complexity, and the breakdown of traditional top-down 
hierarchies. Often referred to as the “flattening” of corporate rosters, the trend lately has 
tended toward removal of middle management, essentially dispersing power and authority.
When you take into account all these behavioral and technological changes, you realize how 
comprehensive the transformation is. Supply chains, marketing channels, delivery 
mechanisms -- everywhere in the world of business, the rules have changed dramatically. 

Elephant Roommates
Big Data, Cloud, Social, Mobile, Global -- all five of these fascinating creatures now occupy the 
same big room called earth. The possible relationships and synergies among and between 
them? Essentially endless! Let’s take a quick gander at how these forces interrelate:
Mobile creates big data which leverages cloud computing which better enables globalization 
which creates downward pressure on pricing of products and services which empowers more 
globalization which expands mobile markets thus creating more big data...
...which results in necessity again serving as the mother of invention, thus inspiring Silicon 
Valley, Silicon Alley, Austin, Minneapolis, Boston, Moscow, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Mumbai 
and countless other centers of technology to create new software and hardware and fun....
...which creates more big data, cloud, social, mobile and globalization.
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You get the picture.
Along with all these new opportunities come a world of new and evolving challenges. Take 
advertising, for instance: In the old days, you’d buy some print ads in your local market or 
perhaps in your industry’s trade publication. You’d hope for success and measure next month.
One of the most telling quotes of the Old Way came from legendary retailer John Wanamaker, 
who said: “Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is, I don't know which 
half.” Now, we know exactly which half works. That entire game has turned upside-down. 
Or is it inside-out? Perhaps the biggest change in media advertising is the orthogonal shift 
that’s taking place: where once you went to the top, now the key is to find the center. 
Specifically, marketers are wise to identify the key influencers of any particular segment.
This represents a fairly significant change, both in process and scope. That’s because bosses 
aren’t necessarily the same as influencers. The marketing and advertising language that works 
best on one group, might not work well at all on the other. It’s a different demographic.
And the behavior of consumers is morphing just as quickly. Since so many more products are 
bought online, the calculus changes as to how vendors find and persuade their prospects. 
Store location becomes much less important than Web surfing patterns. 
This brings to bear another major category of change: shipping and handling, both in terms of 
supply chain and fulfillment. One company that seems to have done the math on that equation 
is Amazon, with their strategically located warehouses and call centers. 

A Graph Entrance
Identifying the optimal route for a fleet of trucks at a particular time of year is quite complex. 
There are many factors involved: number of drivers to pay, salaries of those drivers, gas, 
weather patterns, timing requirements, container sizes, distances, roads, hazards, repairs. 
Consider a winter scenario in which certain highways will tend to become hazardous -- 
around the Great Lakes where lake effect snow can hinder travel. Or what if there’s 
construction along I-90 and a delivery truck receives a rush order? What if 20 drivers all get 
sick?
In any problem-solving situation, there are numerous factors or dimensions to consider. Once 
a critical mass of facets occurs, and especially when there are various interdependencies and 
relationships between them, the human brain has great difficulty in finding the optimal path.
That’s where information systems come into play. But in scenarios like our trucking situation, 
most of the traditional database technologies will fall short. In a relational database, for 
example, you’d go to great pains to design a query that could return such a complex answer.
You can force a relational database to do pieces and parts of such a query. This would require 
various joins and sorts, and you’d wind up using a good deal of code to stitch together 
business rules with the results of structured query language (SQL) requests.
Object databases, meanwhile, designed both to cope with “unstructured” data as well as 
structured data, could cope with large numbers of interrelated variables and relationships 
when executing a query. However, they didn’t cater for multi-level graph queries. 
However, the graph database was designed specifically to enable discovery over networks of 
data and systems. Whereas relational databases store information in tables that are connected 
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by primary and foreign keys, graph databases store data in, well, graphs. This matters for a 
whole variety of reasons.
Data in a graph database is stored in two forms: nodes (vertices) and edges (relationships). 
The nodes are connected by edges which may or may not have direction embedded in their 
meaning. A directed edge typically represents a process of some kind, with the receiving node 
(where the direction points) inheriting an input from its preceding node.

So, what are nodes and what are edges? Good question. A driver could be a node, or a 
particular type of vehicle, or a gas station, or an ice storm or a road. Meanwhile, an edge could 
be a driving record, a safety rating, a listing of operating hours, a type of storm or the 
condition of a roadway.
Here’s where things get interesting. In the example above, the listed nodes are all nouns, while 
the edges essentially play the role of adjectives. This kind of categorization is not hardwired. 
In fact, nodes can be just about anything, and edges can be just about anything that relates two 
nodes together. You might even build two graphs in which you’d invert the nature of all 
objects just to explore the differences between the two.
And that’s the real essence of a graph database: discovery. By traversing a well-designed 
graph, an analyst can solve the trucking conundrum (the graph is shown in Figure 1. above) 
with a single query: find the most cost-effective route in December with weather conditions X 
and highway conditions Y, and stay below Z latitude while optimizing costs to achieve a rush 
delivery. This is a fairly involved query.
In the graph database, you would start with an origin and target which you can find using our 
a simple Query or Index lookup. So you define:

City origin;                          // Your starting location for the delivery
City target;                          // Your final location for the delivery
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Figure 1: The Trucking Conundrum
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static int MAXIMUM_STEPS = … ;//Maximum number of highways willing to drive
You now define a GraphView for filtering out Highways and Cities based on weather, traffic, 
and location:

GraphView myView = new GraphView();
myView.excludeClass(myGraphDb.getTypeId(Highway.class.getName()), “weather.precipitation > 
precipitationX && weather.temperature < temperatureX && traffic.speed > speedY && 
traffic.accidents < accidentsY ”);
myView.excludeClass(myGraphDb.getTypeId(City.class.getName()), “latitude >= Z”);

Now you can set the target: 
//Set target
VertexIdentifier resultQualifier = new VertexIdentifier(target);

 Set the policies that apply:
//Set policies
PolicyChain myPolicies = new PolicyChain();
myPolicies.addPolicy(new MaximumPathDepthPolicy(MAXIMUM_STEPS));!! // Don’t traverse 
longer paths
myPolicies.addPolicy(new NoRevisitPolicy());                                                   ! // Don’t revisit the 
same cities more than once

 Define the processing logic
// Define logic on how to process results
NavigationResultHandler myNavHandler extends NavigationResultHandler
{
! public void handleResultPath(Path result)
      !! {
! ! ! // The first path returned is the shortest path, but may not be the cheapest
! ! ! float cost = calculateCost(result);
! ! ! float time = calculateTime(result);
! ! ! // Minimize cost
                                …
! ! }
}

 Define navigation
// Define the navigator
Navigator navigator = origin.navigate(myView, Guide.DEPTH_FIRST_SEARCH, Qualifier.ANY /** 
Path Qualifier **/, resultQualifier, myPolicies, myNavHandler);
navigator.start();

So in practice, relatively few lines of data definitions and query code are needed to solve what 
is widely knwon to be a difficult and very involved problem. 
To solve such a problem using a conventional database would be far more challenging and 
time consuming, both in modeling and defining the data, and in formulating a query that 
would solve the problem. And even if a workable solution were found, the database query 
would be ponderously slow to execute.
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Theoretically Speaking
One significant reason why graph technology works well in this regard is because the 
mathematical theory which underpins this kind of database is quite mature. Graph theory has 
been practiced for nearly four centuries, and with remarkable effect. Author Leonhard Euler 
published a paper entitled Seven Bridges of Königsberg in 1736, giving birth to graph theory.
Euler’s work focused on a challenge that is now celebrated in mathematics: how to trace a 
path through the city of Königsberg which would cross each of its seven bridges only once. 
Euler abstracted the problem mathematically by creating a graph of the city, making the land 
masses nodes and the bridges connecting them edges. His legend came not from finding the 
solution – he proved, in fact, that such a path was impossible – but from determining a new 
method of finding the answer.
Several key aspects of graph theory evolved from this exercise, including the concepts of 
adjacency and degree. The degree of a vertex is equal to the number of edges connected to it, 
otherwise known as incident to it. Furthermore, some edges are directed, while others are not. 
Think of a directed edge as a one-way street. 
Still other factors include independence, which amounts to immediate non-adjacency. As you 
can imagine, there are degrees of independence. Think of the famous “six degrees of 
separation from Kevin Bacon” game, where so many actors are connected to Kevin Bacon by 
having worked with the same people. This is the modern Seven Bridges story, and it’s an 
excellent example of how graph databases work.
Take the principles of adjacency and degree, and apply them to the new modern world of 
social media. Finding key influencers is a big part of the communications game these days, 
largely because the old top-down hierarchies of the past are crumbling. Consequently, 
companies that wish to promote their products or services to targeted audiences must find 
ways to win over the key influencers in their space.
Someone like Lady Gaga, for example, has nearly 40 million followers on Twitter, while she 
follows just 135,000. For the people following her whom she is not following, think of the 
directed graph, where the line of communication goes one way. For reciprocal followers, there 
are loops that connect the nodes of Lady Gaga and her various friends.
Take the scenario one layer higher, or deeper depending upon your context, and imagine 
being able to find the influencers of the influencers. In the music industry, these would most 
likely be producers, influential video directors, public relations gurus, even healers. Finding 
such key professionals within a network like Twitter or even LinkedIn is a graph specialty.
The reason, again, stems from the mathematical foundation of graph theory, combined with 
several decades of development in graph databases and Java. In addition to degrees and 
independence, there are many practiced and polished techniques for analyzing graphs. There 
are walks and trails, closed walks and open walks, cycles, paths, trees, forests, caterpillars.
All of these patterns and processes can be leveraged when analyzing graphs. The real kicker, 
though, is defining the nodes and the edges. In the world of relational database technology, we 
think in terms of rows and columns, where tables usually denote entities and their attributes. 
Users then find relationships where there are common values, most often in columns or 
indexes. 
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In a graph database, the node represents an entity and its properties. The edges denote the 
relationships between those entities, as well as any number of attributes about the 
relationships. A real advantage here is that relational databases are not happy with multiple 
properties and attributes for both entities and relationships. Graph databases, on the other 
hand, are built exactly for that purpose.  

Practice Makes Perfect
Building, analyzing and decomposing graphs is clearly the path to finding value in them. An 
assessment of where graphs have traditionally solved major problems will demonstrate how 
valuable they can be. In telecommunications, graphs are often used for identifying hot spots, 
outages, potential outages, hacking or other significant patterns.
The same holds true for military engagements and investigative work. Think about the 
networks of criminals who can be tracked by cell phone connections. The phone numbers are 
the nodes, and calls between them are the edges. With an effective graph database, finding 
networks of bad guys can be done fairly easily.
Network security also benefits greatly from graph technology. Being able to quickly identify a 
hacker can save tremendous amounts of time and money. Forensics are also empowered by 
graph technology, specifically be helping analysts find patterns of behavior that lead to certain 
results, good or bad.
Still, the thought of building a graph can seem daunting for a beginner. That’s one reason why 
Objectivity created the GraphMyLife project. This Beta project is currently underway, and it 
leverages Objectivity’s InfiniteGraph, a real-time distributed graph database, in the cloud. In 
this case, InfiniteGraph serves as a virtual big data connection platform that aggregates data 
from sources such as Facebook and LinkedIn.
There are many practical advantages to such a tool. For starters, you can identify friends and 
places along a particular journey like a road trip. GraphMyLife could help optimize your 
itinerary and help you see as many cool places as possible, while also connecting with good 
friends, finding activities of interest and getting all the best reservations set up. You would 
likely discover that certain friends had the same esoteric interests as you. 
Anyone involved in master data management (MDM) will recognize some key areas of 
application here. Friends are in your personal life, while customers are in business. Imagine 
getting a 360-degree view of your customers via a cloud-based aggregation of their social 
media presences? Things will get interesting!
Granted, not everyone is involved in social media, but increasingly, most people will be. What 
will that mean for the multibillion-dollar MDM industry?  You already hear analysts and MDM 
vendors talking about how the industry is “changing” these days. Changing, indeed! Going 
away is more like it. 
Thanks to the combination of cloud computing and distributed graph database technology, it’s 
now possible to create that ultimate source of golden records. No longer would companies 
need to use the brute-force techniques that comprise the modern MDM industry. Instead, a 
very elegant cloud-based solution can handle all of that for you. Just pay your monthly fee, 
and you’ve got your data mastered.
That may sound a bit pie-in-the-sky, but just think of all those major changes taking place right 
now. The world is turning upside down in various ways. New companies dominate the global 
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stage, and there are quite a few developing countries that are coming right along. We live in an 
increasingly connected, interdependent world. Companies that harness this distributed power 
effectively will surely succeed.
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